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This bibliography consists of a selective list of books and articles relating to François Roche/R&Sie(n) Architects. Those books held within the AA Library are indicated with a shelfmark.

Books (Alphabetically by title)

36 propositions for a home = 36 modèles pour une maison: results of a call for ideas initiated by Peripheriques for architects to design a house for under 499,900 FF, 80,000 US$ all included. Paris: Peripheriques, 1998
ISBN 0817659218 (includes design by Roche, DSV & Sie)
AA SHELFMARK: 728.3.036 PER

Space within: reshaping the home for contemporary living / Jane Withers

Spoiled climate: R&Sie... architects / François Roche, Stephen Lavaux and others
AA SHELFMARK: 72.036(44):92R&S ROC

Journal Articles (Chronologically by year and month)

2005
‘I’ve heard about’ R&Sie’ / article by François Roche
in Techniques & Architecture no.480 October/November 2005 / p.108-109 (text in French+English summaries)

‘R&Sie(n) / François Roche, Stephanie Lavaux, Jean Navarro’ / article by Christophe Le Gac (review of exhibition by R&Sie(n))
in Art Press no.316 October 2005 / p.87-88 (text in French)
2004

'Philippe Parreno: Post-Apocalyptic Now’ / interviewed by Hans Ulrich Obrist
(interview with the artist Philippe Parreno, includes his collaborations with the
architect Francois Roche)

'Casa Barak – Barak House’ (House which is a tent structure, designed by
R&Sie...in 2001)
in  Arquine: revista internacional de arquitectura y disenno =
international architecture and design magazine  (28) Summer 2004 / p.48-53 (text in Spanish+English)

'Francois Rohce: sur le depart...’ / article by Sophie Flouquet  (in conversation,
architect Francois Roche shares his personal reflections on various issues relating
to architecture’
in  L’Oeill (Lausanne, Switzerland) no.560  July/August 2004 / p.10-11  (text in French)

'Architectur ein extreme environments 3: Thailandia = Thailand, Hybrid Muscle’ /
article by Bruce Sterling  (Francois Roche and Phillippe Parreno of R&Sie have
designed a pavilion among the rice paddies of Chiang Mai which provided the
scenario for the film “The Boy from Mars”) 
in  Domus (870)  May 2004 / p.42-47  (text in Italian+English)

2003

'Dark Edged Utopia’ / article by Clara Young  (examines the structures designed
on morphing principles, produced by the partnership of Francois Roche and
Stephanie Lavaux)
in  Modern Painters  vol.16  no.4  Winter 2003 / p.72-75

”Waterflux” Musee de glaciology: Evolene (Valais), 1800 metres d’altitude;
Architects: R&Sie’  (Museum in Switzerland)
in  Faces (52) Summer 2003 / p.18-19  (text in French)

'Musee d’art contemporain a Bangkok’ (2002 project by Francois Roche and
Stephanie Lavaux)
in  Faces (52) Summer 2003 / p.16-17  (text in French)
‘Francois Roche: casa Barak = Barak House, Sommieres, France’ (house which is a tent structure, designed by R&Sie...) in Quaderns (237) April 2003 / p.166-167 (text in Catalan+English)

‘Casa Barak en Sommieres = Barak house in Sommiers’ in VIA Arquitectura, 12 Spring 2003 / p.110-115 (text in Spanish+English)

‘Rome cote jardin [The garden of Rome]’ / article by Francois Roche in Connaissance des Arts no.603 March 2003 / p.68-77 (text in French)


2002
‘R&Sie...vicino a Montpellier: Maison Barak’ / article by Anna Foppiano (green tent structure near Chateau Sommieres) in Abitare (421) October 2002 / p.116-121 (text in Italian+English)

‘Beyond the house’ / article by Luca Zevi (Francois Roche and Stephanie Lavaux’s design of a house at Sommieres, France, is examined) in L’Architettura vol.48 October 2002 / p.654-655 (text in Italian+English)

‘Huis in overall: Barakhuis van Francois Roche in Zuid-Frankrijk [Barak house in Sommieres, southern France]; Architects: R&Sie / article by Wilhelm Klauser in Architect (The Hague) vol.33 no.6 June 2002 / p.60-62 (text in Dutch+English)

‘Agora: dreams and visions – R&Sie’ / article by Nicoletta Trasi (projects by Francois Roche and Stephanie Lavaux of R&Sie) in Arca no.170 May 2002 /p.36-47 (text in Italian+English)

‘Out of the woods [canvas structures]’ / article by Robert Such in Blueprint (194) April 2002 / p.72-74
2000
‘Genesis of a project for a new operative mode’ / Francois Roche
in Architecture Interieure Cree no.292 2000 / p.84-85 (text in French+English)

‘Roche, DSV & SIE. P-B:L: prototipo movil = Mobile prototype [Paris, France]’
in Quaderns no.224 2000 / p.60-61 (text in Catalan+English)

1999
‘Villa Malraux, Ti-Jean Garden, Island of Reunion / Francois Roche’
in VIA Arquitectura n.3 (6) November 1999 / p.92-93 (text in Spanish+English)

‘Acqua Alta, competitition project for Venice School of Architecture / Francois Roche, of Roche DSV & Sie, and Ammar Eloueini’
in Techniques & Architecture no.441 February 1999 / p.44-47 (text in French)

‘Mobile prototype / Roche DSV & Sie’
in Quaderns no.224 1999 / p.60-61 (text in Spanish+English)

1998
‘Francois Roche: includes Villa Malraux artists’ residences and studios: Maido Road, Reunion Island; Museum and memorial: Soweto, South Africa’

‘Francois Roche a Pariagi: trasparenze funzionali = Functional transparency’ / article by Patrizia Malfatti
in Abitare (371) March 1998 / p.68-73 (text in Italian+English)

‘Pliegues: formas que surgen de la tierra y crecen, en vez de asentarse simplements sobre el terreno =- Folds: forms which emerge from the ground and grow rather than simply settling on the land’ / article by Philippe Rahm
(includes the Gardens of Soweto project by Roche DSV & Sie; waterfront renovation on Reunion Island by Roche DSV & Sie)
in Quaderns no.220 1998 / p.60-71 (text in Catalan+English)
1997

'Situation = Situacion: Roche DSV & Sie’ / article by Philippe Rahm
in  Quaderns no. 217  1998 / p.96-114  (text in Catalan+English)

'All adore hero Roche’ / article by Clare Melhuish  (talk given by Francois Roche at the ICA in London)

'En la ruta del Maido (la Villa Malraux, el Jardin Ti-Tean) = On the Maido Road’ (the Villa Malraux, the Ti-Jean Garden)  (on Reunion Island in the Indian Ocean; Landscape architects: Francois Roche
in  2G: revista internacional de arquitectura, no.3 1997 / p.96-101 (text in Spanish+English)

'Materials, a low-technology inventory’ / article by Francois Roche
in  2G: revista internacional de arquitectura, no.3 1997 / p.4-9 (text in Spanish+English)

'Roche DSV & Sie’ / article by Francois Roche and Philippe Rahm
in  Quaderns no.217  1997 / p.96-113 (text in Spanish+English)

1996

'Roche hotel: the offices of the French Association for Artistic Action, Paris’ / article by Olivier Zahm  (an account of French architect Francois Roche’s successful design)
in  Artforum International vol.34  March 1996 / p.32-33

1994

'Multiple sources – projects of Francois Roche’ / article by Jean-Francois Pousse
in  Techniques & Architecture no.416  October/November 1994 / p.36-39  (text in French+English summaries)

'Ik ben en blijf architect, maar de kunst stelt me in staat om te experimenteren [I am and will always be an architect, but art enables me to experiment] / interview with Francois Roche’ / article by Charles-Arthur Boyer
in  Archis no.8  August 1994 / p.58-63  (text in Dutch+English)
1993
‘Dessin du mois [Drawing of the month]; Architects: Francois Roche
in Architecture d’Aujourd’hui no.289 October 1993 / p.64-65 (text in French)

‘Cantiere abitato: Francois Roche a Parigi: living on site’
in Abitare (314) January 1993 / p.68-71 (text in Italian+English)
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